VISION
Smt. Kamalabai Educational Institution is a child-centered school, driven by a rigorous curriculum that nurtures both critical and creative thinking.

By providing a personalized, safe learning environment, our endeavor is to help children demonstrate higher order skills, service to the school and society, compassion and respect towards all individuals.

Our students find an intelligent balance between success in academic and extracurricular activities. Above all, as its founders intended, the school aims to be “a sacred place from which girls and boys shall take the highest aspirations to lead better, grander and fulfilling lives”.
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Pre Primary Education
Pre Primary education at SKEI is the laying foundation of the child’s first learning experience. We believe in filling this experience with innovative and fun learning. Subsequently, our aim is to also make the lessons they learn valuable and useful through engaging activities and co-curricular. To balance the learning process of the child, several activities are organised such as:

- Indoor and outdoor activities
- Gross and fine motor activities
- Quiet and active activities
- Individual, group and class activities
- Festival celebrations
- Colour activities
- Field trips

Co-curricular activities

“Thinkrooms”, which allow free expression. Co-curricular activities and sports are a major area of enthusiasm for the learners. These activities are planned keeping in mind the concept of multiple intelligence that helps in strengthening the character of a child through experiential and fun-learning.

Secondary Education

The Secondary education at SKEI represents the school’s commitment to optimise teaching and learning and facilitate children’s holistic development and well-being. Through a curriculum that is stimulating, child-centric and creative, we enable our students to explore multiple dimensions of excellence, encompassing intellectual, social, psychological and physical development.

Presentations, role plays, skits, debates and discussions are some of the ways children are motivated to present their creative works and ideas. Field trips, excursions and several innovative activities such as theatre, robotics, karate, aero-modeling, astronomy etc. encourage children to develop an understanding for a plethora of creative and innovative fields for their future.

They are also encouraged to participate in community service and civic awareness programmes ensuring that they grow up in coordination with the school’s vision of grooming children up into caring and empathetic individuals.

Co-curricular activities

The school has identified the learning style of every individual and to cater to their respective needs and learning capability, we at SKEI have brought in a plethora of innovative and distinctive learning methodologies. Through hobbies, we endeavour to provide them with an alternative method of learning which every child needs throughout their education to be able to learn effectively and implement their knowledge in real life.

On the same line, the school has introduced four new hobby courses starting from grade 5, they are- Organic Farming, Aers-modeling, Astronomy and Robotics as a part of their year long co-curricular activity; wherein students are introduced to various aspects- technological and developmental in this field. These courses are a part of the regular timetable and are scheduled over a period of one year, without disturbing the regular academic studies. They are the favourite and effective hobbies helping to satisfy the intellectual and scientific urges of children.

Involvement of the different faculties of vision, touch and audition coupled with logic, reasoning, creativity and patience make these hobbies an enriching experience. Children learn to absorb and follow both audio and visual instructions and develop a systematic logical concept, which expands their imagination and creativity to reach new intellectual heights. Virtues of patience, endurance and team building are naturally imbibed while working on these activities.

We look forward for the students to actively participate in these courses and get maximum benefit from it.
LEARNER’S PROFILE
Coming from a lineage of cultured and successful individuals, the students at SKEI are problem solvers, inquirers, compassionate, creative and dignified.

PROBLEM SOLVERS
The children are well prepared to face challenges in the real world, reflect on their self and solve problems and make wise decisions independently to achieve purposeful goals at every stage of life.

INQUIRERS
Children are curious learners who question, communicate and implement the knowledge with a practical approach in the classroom and outside world. Children understand deeply and are aware of their surrounding environment at all times.

COMPASSIONATE
Children have the ability to show compassion to their fellow beings by cultivating the life long habit to empathize and be responsible towards various communities in the global world.

CREATIVE
Children are confident at innovating and developing new ideas and create with a free spirited attitude. Self-doubt, societal influences do not affect them since they are strong individuals with a goal to achieve in life.

DIGNIFIED
Children have the ability to act with a sense of integrity at all times, abiding by the principles of strong individuals full of character with a positive attitude towards life.

“
The school strictly adheres to the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) curriculum and guidelines.”
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